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Forgive me, but almost time I sent an email to this or that person asking for help on a story this week, I received an
automated reply telling me the recipient was on vacation with little or no access to email and/or voice mail and that I
should have a nice week.

Well, I do plan to have a nice week next week — when I go on vacation. But meanwhile, I need to finish this week’s
assignment: What are best summer vacation books for retirees and folks getting ready for retirement? Thankfully, not
everyone was on vacation. Here’s what some of those who were working had to recommend.

‘The 6 Secrets to a Happy Retirement: How to Master the Transition of a Lifetime’

“So many books on retirement have a hidden agenda, bias or sales purpose,” said Daniel Galli, a certified financial
planner with Daniel J. Galli & Associates in Norwell, Mass. His selection, which was written by several authors, features a
chapter written by Kurt Czarnowski on Social Security. “Not heavy reading but good solid blocking and tackling
information,” says Galli.

‘Don’t Worry, Retire Happy! Seven Steps to Retirement Security’

James Christian, a financial planner in Lakeville, Minn. and the president of the The Society of Financial Service
Professionals, said this book is a great summer read. “At the end of each chapter there are key chapter points
summarizing the content for those in a real hurry,” said Christian. “However, those willing to read the chapters will find it
teaches the basics of financial planning along with lots of valuable planning and solution information. Even the individuals
feeling more prepared for retirement should find it helpful and learn a few new things.”

‘Fooled by Randomness’

David Blanchett, head of retirement research for Morningstar Investment Management described this book by Nassim
Taleb as his all-time favorite. “I’ve read it three times and I probably need to go back and read it again because it’s been a
few years,” Blanchett said. “I think it is an excellent reminder about the randomness in life and how it’s important to try and
separate the signal from the noise in different decisions/situations, when possible.”

Plus, Blanchett said Taleb introduces a variety of concepts in the book, such as black swans, which are important
frameworks to view potential outcomes and how to prepare yourself for them.

‘The Intelligent Investor’

Jack Tatar, the CEO of GEM Research Solutions, author of Having the Talk, and MarketWatch RetireMentor, is once again
rereading Benjamin Graham’s classic. “With retirement coming closer for me, it’s imperative that I have a good grasp of
my investments and the investment style that I feel most comfortable with,” said Tatar. “When I was a financial adviser, I
would recommend the book to clients because of its simple message of understanding stock selection and investment
styles.”
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Tatar added: “I’m not going to coast into retirement strictly on index funds and managed money; I want to be actively
involved and engaged in understanding where and how to best invest those assets that I’ve worked hard to gather.
Graham’s book is a reminder of how to once again, be that active participant in managing my assets and ensuring that I’m
as knowledgeable as possible to succeed at it.”

‘The Bogleheads’ Guide to Retirement Planning’ and ‘The Ages of the Investor: A Critical Look at Life-Cycle
Investing’

For individual investors, Michael Zwecher, author of “Retirement Portfolios: Theory, Construction and Management,”
recommends starting with “The Bogleheads’ Guide to Retirement Planning.” “It’s an accessible and readable book that has
useful insight, and is great for beach chair reading and dozing,” said Zwecher.

For professionals on the beach, Zwecher recommends William Bernstein’s “The Ages of the Investor: A Critical Look at
Life-Cycle Investing.”

“And for either, remember: use sunscreen and stay hydrated,” said Zwecher.

‘Against the Gods: The Remarkable Story of Risk’

Summer vacations are supposed to be fun, said Dirk Cotton, a financial planner and blogger (The Retirement Café) based
in Chapel Hill, N.C. “A finance book to read on summer vacation should be fun, too,” he said. And his pick, by Peter
Bernstein, is proof that isn’t an oxymoron. “While return gets all the headlines, risk is the more important consideration,
especially after retirement, and this book explains risk in historical terms,” Cotton said. “You’ll enjoy the stories so much,
you’ll barely notice that you’re learning something important.”

‘Pound Foolish’

This book by Helaine Olen is a “right-on-the-money warning about how bad the personal finance industry can be for your
personal finances,” said Michael Edesess, a senior research fellow at City University of Hong Kong, chief strategist of
Compendium Finance, and research associate of EDHEC-Risk Institute.

‘The Paradox of Choice’ and ‘The Signal and the Noise’

According to Joseph Clemens, the owner of Wisdom Wealth Strategies, in Denver, “neither of these books would fall into a
typical ‘personal finance’ or ‘retirement’ section, but if you are looking for something atypical, both of these books will help
one focus on better spending, decision making, and investing habits.” 

“The Paradox of Choice” by Barry Schwartz focuses on decision-science and analyzes why we as humans make the
decisions we do. “By simplifying the choices put in front of us and stop trying to make the ‘perfect’ decision all the time, we
can put ourselves in a better position to be more productive,” said Clemens.

While not a retirement or personal finance book, “The Signal and the Noise” by Nate Silver, does break down the
probability of chance and items occurring. “More important, despite that it’s about statistics, it is still an enjoyable and easy
read,” said Clemens. “This book does have an entire chapter dedicated to investing markets, but more important it can
teach you about why so many predictions (like annual forecasts by economists) fail so often.” 

‘Thinking, Fast and Slow,’ ‘Ubiquity: Why Catastrophes Happen,’ and ‘A Wealth of Common Sense’

“Since summer reading is somehow supposed to be lighter and easier than ‘regular’ reading, this list of non-investing
books for investors is pretty pertinent,” said Robert Seawright, the chief investment and information officer at Madison
Avenue Securities.
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If forced to pick what to read this summer, however, Seawright recommends “Thinking, Fast and Slow” by Daniel
Kahneman (the book summarizes research that he conducted over decades, often in collaboration with Amos Tversky)
and “Ubiquity: Why Catastrophes Happen” by Mark Buchanan. Also consider Ben Carlson’s “A Wealth of Common Sense.”

‘Your Retirement Quest: 10 Secrets for Creating and Living a Fulfilling Retirement’ and ‘The New Retire-Mentality’

Helping you meet the challenge of creating a mentally challenging and emotionally fulfilling retirement is the focus of “Your
Retirement Quest: 10 Secrets for Creating and Living a Fulfilling Retirement,” according to Larry Swedroe, the director of
research of Buckingham Asset Management and the BAM Alliance and the author of 15 books on investing, including the
latest “The Incredible Shrinking Alpha.”

“The book provides readers with a road map and directions for developing a holistic plan that will enable them to live a
fulfilling retirement,” he wrote in an email exchange. “While financial security is an important aspect of retirement, this book
focuses on the all-too-often neglected nonfinancial aspects. The authors also provide compelling (and perhaps surprising)
data on why ‘it’s not all about the money.’”

According to Swedroe, the first six of the book’s 20 chapters provide the information you need to envision a fulfilling
retirement. Chapters seven through 17 will enable you to develop the unique plan that is right for you. The last three
chapters will you avoid typical pitfalls.

What’s more, Swedroe noted that the book is filled with practical planning tips and work sheets that will help you think
about critical choices, how to collaborate with those closest to you and guide you in putting the plan together.

That book, along with Mitch Anthony’s “The New Retire-Mentality,” if you are care about having a fulfilling retirement, are
must reads, wrote Swedroe.

‘Secrets of the Temple’

For history geeks, Craig Adamson, the president of Adamson Financial Planning in Marion, Iowa, recommends this book
by William Grieder. “A history of the Federal Reserve and its influence on the economy and politics,” he said. “Intimidating
to look at, but a great read for someone planning to read for a few hours at the beach every day.”

‘Early Decision’

Adamson calls this book by Lacey Crawford a fictionalized account of her work with neurotic parents trying to get their kids
into good colleges. “It helped me gain additional insight into the mind of parents and students I help with college planning,
as well as gives parents a look into what games that some private colleges play to admit or deny students a slot in their
freshman class,” Adamson said. “Fortunately I have not worked with any of the caricatures this book depicts. Fun read
with multiple story lines and a surprise ending.”

‘The Millionaire Next Door’

Another recommendation by Adamson is this book by Thomas Stanley. “Rich irony,” said Adamson. “Practical advice from
an academic. No, really.”

Adamson said this is one of those classic books that he’s always asking clients to read. “If we had more Over
Accumulators of Wealth than Under Accumulators of Wealth then financial advisers could spend more time strategizing
instead of credit counseling and managing debt,” said Adamson.

‘Fund Your Future: A Tax-smart Savings Plan in Your 20s and 30s’

Adamson calls this book by Ed Slott finance in 60 minutes. “It’s easy to read and understand personal finance,” he said.
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“Should be a mandatory high school or college graduation gift from parents to their kids or grandparents considering
leaving money as a legacy gift. Helps start a conversation about personal responsibility and could be an early driver to
discourage the ‘boomerang effect.’”

‘Happy Money’

This book by Elizabeth Dunn and Michael Norton is a “good for retirement planning and life in general,” said Sharon
Carson, a vice president at J.P. Morgan in New York. “It’s pretty easy to read and very informative.” 

‘The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People’

It’s all about getting a strong personal foundation, so that you can then choose to lead an interdependent life, Paula
Hogan, the founder and CEO of PaulaHogan in Milwaukee, said of this Stephen Covey book.

“Do you choose to live an interdependent financial life?” she asked. “If so, then you are necessarily deeply engaged in
personal communication about money and money values.”

Read more about her thoughts on the book on her blog in two parts.

‘The Founders and Finance’

Another favorite of Hogan’s is this book by Thomas McCraw. Why so?

Your money history shapes future preferences, habits and relationships
Your early financial decisions impact future prosperity
Principles matter when making financial planning decisions

Hogan discusses more on her blog.

And for more ideas for summer reading, read here and here.

‘Winning the Loser’s Game’

Michael Lonier of Lonier Financial Advisory in Osprey, Fla. just gave a copy of this Charles Ellis book to an older client who
has decided he should begin investing some of his “leftovers” for his family. “As a first-time stock investor in his late 80s,
I’m hoping to counter an unrealistic sense that just picking ‘good’ companies is all he needs to do to succeed with his
plan,” said Lonier.

‘The Automatic Millionaire’

Despite its name, this book by David Bach is not a get-rich-quick book, said Randy Bruns, a private wealth adviser
with HighPoint Planning Partners in Downers Grove, Ill. “In fact, Bach describes in a very straightforward manner the
simple steps that every individual should take to be in complete control of their finances and to someday retire on your
terms,” said Bruns. “And best of all, it’s written in a format that anyone can understand.  Everyone should read this book at
least once.” 

‘The Elements of Investing’

“I can think of many more fun things to do on summer vacation than read a book on investing,” said Bruns. “And that’s why
this book by Charles Ellis and Burton Malkiel is perfect. It’s tiny.”

According to Bruns, Ellis and Malkiel are two of the world’s greatest investment minds, and they pack all of their
knowledge together in one concise read. 
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One spoiler alert from Bruns: “Successful investing is not about timing the market, nor paying big fees to professional
money managers.  It’s quite the opposite.  Follow the advice of this book and you’ll earn far greater returns than the
average investor...primarily because the average investor won’t read this book.”

Other books

Bud Hebeler, a MarketWatch RetireMentor and founder of the Analyze Now website, recommends almost any book by
John Bogle, but especially John Bogle on Investing, “because he has good advice and justifies it.”

Hebeler also recommends almost any book by Jonathan Clements, but especially The Little Book of Main Street Money. “I
told each of my grandchildren to read that book because I know they are more likely to read something that is short than
long,” he said. “It’s got good advice.”

And Hebeler recommends The Black Swan by Nassim Taleb. “This book raises serious issues about the almost universal
use of Monte Carlo programs for personal financial planning,” said Hebeler. “I know a lot about Monte Carlo having used it
in military analysis and feel that Taleb tells the truth.”

And John Mulligan of Mulligan Capital in Portland, Ore. recommends “Get What’s Yours: The Secrets to Maxing Out Your
Social Security” co-written by Larry Kotlikoff. This book can help you learn the secrets to maximizing your Social Security
benefits and earning up to thousands of dollars more each year with expert advice that you can’t get anywhere else.

Robert Powell is editor of Retirement Weekly, published by MarketWatch. Follow his tweets @RJPIII. Got questions about
retirement? Get answers. Send him an email here.
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